Withernwick Parish Council
Grounds Maintenance (Current 2017-18) Service Specification
1. Burial Ground
Cut and Collect Grass 12 times per year April To September inclusive within Burial Ground
only. Strim around graves every other cut. Spray weeds at each side of wooden fence as
needed.
2. War Memorial Ground
Cut and Collect Grass 12 times per year April to September inclusive within the triangular
boundary only. Strim every other cut including outside the wall. Cut Beech and Privet twice a
year April and October. Keep other shrubs and Holly trees tidy with occasional trimming.
Visit in week before Memorial Sunday to make sure all is tidy.
3. Foot path Adjacent to Memorial Ground
Cut and Collect Grass 6 times per year April to September inclusive. Strim each visit.
4. Withernwick Churchyard
Cut Grass 12 times per year April to September inclusive. Strim around graves every other
cut. Spray footpath minimum 4 times during season.
Flail cut outside and top of hedge along Church Lane in October
Tidy up shrubs / inside hedging and low branches during winter season
5. Playing Field / Burial Ground Extension
Cut Grass 12 times per year. Strim and spray around wooden posts as required
Flail cut front Hedge inside and out in October. Trim front ditch whilst Flail is on site.
6. Footpath “The Baulk”
Tidy and trim hedge sides April and September. Spray path minimum twice during season.
Strim Grassed area at High street end monthly 6 times per year
7. Footpath – High Street
Cut / Strim path through to Dogleg (field entrance) monthly 6 times per year
8. Footpath “Monks Walk”
Strim path between pedestrian bridges monthly 6 times per year
9. Footpath – Cowden Lane
Strim entrance to gate and trim low branches April and September

This is everything agreed to (on paper) over the last few years. However please note (for
published specification in tender process) Grass cutting is generally now required up until
end of October and needs to include the frontage of Churchyard and Memorial as council
don’t do this.

